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An Association Copy of Cowley’sWorks, with Verses by the
Earl of Rochester, in Leeds University Library

Paul Hammond

The poetry of John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester (1647–80), had a formative influence upon
the literary culture of Restoration England — or at least upon its courtly and metropolitan
milieux — as his songs, satires, and verse epistles attracted both appreciative and scandalized
attention. His erotic writing ranged from the tender to the obscene, his satires explored both
topical scandal and philosophical questions. During his lifetime this poetry reached its diverse
audiences primarily in manuscript: only in 1679 did some of his more important poems,
including Artemiza to Chloe, A Satyre against Reason and Mankind, and Upon Nothing, reach
print as separate broadside publications, and even after the appearance of the clandestine
Poems on Several Occasions By the Right Honourable, the E. of R— (‘Antwerp’, 1680) many
poems continued to circulate in manuscript form, handed round in coffee houses as separates
(poems transcribed on separate sheets), in personal manuscript miscellanies, or in calligraphic
volumes produced in commercial scriptoria.1 The relationship betweenmanuscript culture and
print culture in this period is intricate, but manuscript seems to have been the preferred mode
for work which was too explicitly erotic, too scandalously personal, or too openly critical of
the King and his ministers for a printer or bookseller to risk publication in print.2 Sometimes
manuscript material was kept by collectors as a supplement to a printed text: Samuel Pepys, for
example, had his copy of the 1680 edition of Rochester’s poems bound up with a manuscript
supplement of additional pieces, and Bishop Gilbert Burnet’s life of Rochester, in order to
form a single, compendious volume.3

1 The Brotherton Library has a fine example of a scriptorium manuscript, MS Lt 54, analysed by Paul Hammond
in ‘The Robinson Manuscript Miscellany of Restoration Verse in the Brotherton Collection, Leeds’, Proceedings
of the Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society, Literary and Historical Section, 18 (1982), 275–324.

2 For the importance of manuscript materials in this period see Harold Love, Scribal Publication in Seventeenth-
Century England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1993), and English Clandestine Satire 1660–1702 (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2004); Peter Beal, Index of English Literary Manuscripts: Volume II: 1625–1700: Part I:
Behn–King (London: Mansell, 1987) and Part II: Lee–Wycherley (London: Mansell, 1993). For the circulation
of Rochester’s work in manuscript and print see The Works of John Wilmot Earl of Rochester, ed. by Harold Love
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), hereafter cited as ‘Works’, and Nicholas Fisher, ‘The Publication of the
Earl of Rochester’s Works, 1660–1779’ (unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of Leeds, 2004).

3 This volume is in the Pepys Library, Magdalene College, Cambridge.
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Figure 1: The signature of Elizabeth, Countess of Rochester, in The Works of Mr Abraham
Cowley … The Eighth Edition (London, 1684), Leeds, University Library, Brotherton
Collection, MS Lt q 70.
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Figures 2 and 3: The handwriting of Elizabeth, Countess of Rochester in a letter to her husband,
London, British Library, MS Harley 7003, fol. 195r.
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In 2005 Leeds University Library acquired for the Brotherton Collection a book which
offers a significant and curious example of the juxtaposition of printed and manuscript texts
in the Restoration, and more particularly illustrates the ways in which texts of Rochester’s
poems were preserved and circulated. It is a copy of The Works of Mr Abraham Cowley […]
The Eighth Edition (London, 1684), now catalogued as MS Lt q 70, which has interesting
associations with Rochester himself.4 On the verso of the frontispiece portrait of Cowley is
the inscription ‘E: Rochesters book’, while on the endpapers there are manuscript texts of
poems by or associated with Rochester. The binding is late seventeenth-century calf.

The ownership inscription appears to be in the hand of Rochester’s wife, Elizabeth,
Countess of Rochester, as one can see by comparing the handwriting of the name in the
Brotherton’s Cowley (fig. 1) with the signature of the Countess (‘E: Rochester’) on a letter
to her husband (London, British Library, MS Harley 7003, fol. 195r (fig. 2)).5 Though the
latter signature is squeezed into the bottom corner of the letter, and therefore does not provide
a full comparison, the Countess’s looped capital ‘E’ and the complex looped capital ‘R’ are the
same in both examples; these distinctive letter forms are repeated in the Countess’s address
of the letter ‘For | The Earle of | Rochester’ (fig. 3), which provides a further match for the
word ‘Rochester’ in the Brotherton’s copy of Cowley.

We know that Cowley was one of the Earl’s favourite poets, so it is not surprising to find
the Countess owning a copy of his works.6 Cowley was, indeed, a very popular poet in the
Restoration period, admired by Dryden and Oldham amongst others, and this 1684 edition is
the eighth edition of Cowley’sWorks to have been published since 1668.7 However, since the
Countess died in 1681, the portrait — with its ownership inscription on the reverse — must
come from a different edition: if we compare the portrait as it appears in MS Lt q 70 (fig. 4)
with the portrait in the Brotherton’s other copy of the eighth (1684) edition (fig. 5), it is clear
that the engraving in MS Lt q 70 is much finer, whereas that in the other copy of 1684 has
degenerated markedly and is considerably coarser. The state of the portrait in Lt q 70 is, in
fact, much more like that in the first edition of Cowley’s Works from 1668 (fig. 6) than the
actual 1684 edition, so it is probable that this portrait has been inserted into Lt q 70 from a
copy of an earlier edition in order to replace a missing portrait, or to create a more interesting
association copy.

For what gives the book added interest is the poetry which has been transcribed onto the
endpapers: this material includes poems which we know to have been written by Rochester,
with others associated with him but not certainly of his authorship, along with lines by Sir
Charles Sedley (1639?–1701), poet and dramatist and a friend of Rochester, and others which
are anonymous. The endpapers themselves do not appear to be original to the volume, though
4 I am grateful to Dr Oliver Pickering and Dr Nicholas Fisher for their kind advice on this volume.
5 The illustrations from London, British Library, MS Harley 7003 are reproduced by kind permission of the British

Library Board; and those from Brotherton MS Lt q 70 by kind permission of the Librarian, Leeds University
Library. The Countess’s signature also appears on an indenture dated 29 July 1672 for leasing lands in Somerset,
which is now Princeton, Princeton University Library, Gen. MSS Misc. AM 21597. I am grateful to Dr Nicholas
Fisher for locating these two examples of the Countess’s signature, and confirming that the signature in the Leeds
copy of Cowley is hers.

6 For Rochester’s interest in Cowley see The Letters of John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, ed. by Jeremy Treglown
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1980), pp. 15–16, 242.

7 For Dryden’s comments on Cowley see the index to John Dryden, Of Dramatic Poesy and Other Critical Essays,
ed. by George Watson, 2 vols (London: Dent, 1962), II, 310; and for Oldham’s many echoes of Cowley see the
annotations in The Poems of John Oldham, ed. by Harold F. Brooks and Raman Selden (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1987).
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Figures 4, 5: The frontispiece portraits of Cowley in two copies of hisWorks in the Brotherton
Collection. Figure 4 reproduces the plate from the newly acquired copy of the 1684 edition
with the signature of the Countess of Rochester on the back of the frontispiece; the relative
crispness of the image comparedwith that in a second copy of the 1684 edition (fig. 5) suggests
that the plate with the Countess’s signature comes from a copy of an earlier edition such as
the first edition of 1668 (shown in fig. 6, overleaf).
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Figure 6: The frontispiece portrait of Cowley in the first (1668) edition of his Works, in the
Brotherton Collection.

the paper, with its common watermark of the arms of Amsterdam, seems contemporary. It is
therefore not at all clear when the frontispiece, the endpapers containing the poems, and the
printed volume were united in their present form. The manuscript poems on the endpapers
are not in the Countess’s hand.

The manuscript poems are as follows (see figs. 7–10):

1 On the recto of the first leaf of the front endpapers: the heading ‘Ld Rochester
verss,’ followed by the text of the poem beginning ‘If Rome can pardon sins’.
This poem is placed in the category of ‘Disputed Works’ by Harold Love in his
edition of Rochester.8

2 Following it on the recto of the first leaf and continuing to the top of the verso of
the first leaf: the heading ‘An allusion by ye. same author,’ followed by the text of
‘The freeborne English Generouse & wise’. This poem, usually referred to as ‘An
Allusion to Tacitus’, is also considered by Love to be among the disputed works.9

3 On the verso of the first leaf and continuing to the recto of the second leaf: the
heading ‘Wisdomes Lullaby to Afflictting Memory’ followed by verses beginning
‘Alternate reigning night had newly hurld’, a poem which I have been unable to
trace elsewhere. The allegorical figure of Wisdom appears to a woman who is
mourning the death of her lover, and advises her not to continue to grieve:10

8 Works, p. 247.
9 Works, pp. 257–08.
10 In transcriptions from the manuscript I have followed the original spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
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Wisdomes Lullaby to Afflictting Memory
Alternate reigning night had newly hurld,
Invisibility about ye world,
Wch over all those g[l]ories did appeare
Yt in preceding nooneday shind so cleare
Then peacefull silence whisper sweet repose
Wh every eye disposd to rest did close
Unless where ravnous strife did visitts keepe
Or froward care barr’d out refreshing sleep
Those revelling in sadd Orenn’s Cell
Noe slumber now beneath her eye lidds fell
On three black morrning stands three Counterfeits
Ye Images of her dead Love she setts
And wit[h] fixt eyes surveying one by one
I see said she to weep & breath to groane
Since thou wert felld by deaths un[?]able st[r]oake
I fade like Ivy bannishd from her oak
To ye bare strand my [bone?]less body Cleaves
While neighboring swaynes gatther my scatter’d Leavs,
Not for fresh wreathes their temples to adorne
As heretofore in my youth fragrant morne
But warn’d by my too suddain midnights Close
Apply my Leaves to their new issuing woes
Whi[c]h thus ye [illegible word] sorrowfull complaind
& parting greif from bryny ey=balls raind
A reverend shape before her face apeard
Of Aspectt grave Gract wit[h] a milk white Beard,
His coulour fresh, & upright was his gate
His steddy stepps, movd wit[h] majestick state
Bright Piercing eyes betray’d his Loss of youth
And a blew Robe he wore ye type of truth
[illegible word] Benignity his lookes became
A sober Ease, & Wisdome was his name
Daughter said he who for thy dead Loves sake
Waking thy Self keepst memory awake
Afflictting Memory yt does sorely wound
Thy heart, where noe body nobly lyes intomd,
Cease cease, yt he who now has rest
In Angells Armes may finde it in thy brest
More I woud say but fate no more Affordes
For wisdom is a person of few Words.

Editorial additions and doubtful readings have been supplied inside square brackets. Line numbers have been
added.
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4 Following this on the recto of the second leaf: the heading ‘On a young Lady,
yt was to marry an old man’, followed by Rochester’s verses beginning ‘Ancient
person for whom I’.11

On a young Lady, yt was to marry an old man,
Ancient person for whom I defy,
All ye fluttering youth,
Long be it ere thou grow old
Akeing, shakeing, crazy, could,
But still continue as thou art
Ye ancient person of my heart
On thy wither,d lips & dry
Wh like barren furrows lye
Brooding kises I will power
Shall all thy youthfull heat restore
Such kind showrs in autome fall
And a second spring recall
Nor from thee will ever part
Ancient person of my heart.

5 On the recto of the rear endpaper: the heading ‘by Sr Charles Siddly’, followed
by verses beginning ‘As in ye nations where ye yet adore’. This is Sedley’s poem
‘To Celia’, first printed in The New Academy of Complements (1671), which also
attained some popularity in manuscript in the Restoration: Peter Beal records
seventeen copies.12

These texts of the poems by or attributed to Rochester raise some interesting questions.
There are no substantive variants from Harold Love’s text of ‘Rome’s Pardons’, and only
minor ones from his text of the ‘Allusion’, both of which had a fairly wide circulation in
manuscript.13 But the text of ‘On a young Lady’ is unusual in several respects. First, this poem
was preserved in only two other extant contemporary manuscripts, both of which draw on a
source which came down through the extended Rochester family,14 so the existence of this
third manuscript text is remarkable. Otherwise the poem survives only in the 1691 edition of
Rochester’s poems published by Jacob Tonson.15 The Leeds text shows some variations from
that printed by Harold Love, and comprises only ll. 1–14 of the 26-line poem. It presents the
poem as a continuous text rather than having a stanza break after line 6 as the other extant
texts do. Apart from the obvious misplacement of ‘defy’ at the end of the first line instead of
the end of the second (the poem should read: ‘Ancient person for whom I | All ye fluttering
youth defy’), the points where this manuscript differs substantively from the text printed by
11 Works, p. 30.
12 Beal, Index of English Literary Manuscripts, Part 2 Lee–Wycherley, pp. 308–09.
13 ‘Allusion’: l. 14 wn yr are Leeds] most when they’r Love; l. 28 here Leeds] n’ere Love; l. 30 England Leeds]

enslav’d Love.
14 For a note on this manuscript seeWorks, p. xxxvii.
15 Poems, &c. on Several Occasions: With Valentinian, A Tragedy.Written by the Right Honourable John Late Earl

of Rochester (London: Jacob Tonson, 1691), pp. 32–33.
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Harold Love are as follows (the title, with its reference to the lady’s marriage to the old man,
is apparently unique to this copy):

Title. On a young Lady, yt was to marry an old man, Leeds] Song | A Young Lady to her
Ancient Lover Love

6. Ye ancient Leeds] Ancient Love
10. Shall all Leeds] Shall Love

In addition, the Leeds manuscript omits ll. 15–26, with their reference to the old man’s ‘nobler
parts’, perhaps on grounds of decency. Harold Love’s copy-text is Yale University Library,
Beinecke Library, MSOsborn b 334, known to Rochester scholars as the Hartwell manuscript.
It is particularly interesting that the Leedsmanuscript supports the Hartwell manuscript against
Tonson’s 1691 edition at two important points, reading ‘fluttering’ in line 2 against ‘flattering’
in 1691, and ‘heat’ in line 10 against ‘Heart’ in 1691.16 The testimony of the Leeds manuscript
suggests that Love was right to follow the Hartwell manuscript at these points rather than the
text as found in 1691. The speaker’s suitors are not merely flattering her: they are just fluttering
butterflies, modish, and insubstantial like Sir Fopling Flutter in Sir George Etherege’s play The
Man of Mode (1676). And it is more graphically and physically the old man’s sexual ‘heat’
rather than his ‘heart’ which the lady will restore. It is unfortunate that the Leeds text does not
include the final lines, and so cannot help us with the vexed question of whether ll. 15–26 form
a single stanza (as in 1691) or two stanzas (as in the Hartwell manuscript followed by Love).
But it does raise an intriguing possibility: is this text in the Leeds copy of Cowley perhaps an
early version of the poem, complete in itself as a fourteen-line poem, before it was revised
and expanded by Rochester?

This newly-acquired copy of Cowley, with its manuscript supplement, is in several respects
a frustrating object. The ownership inscription of the Countess of Rochester seems to link this
edition of one of the Earl’s favourite poets to the Earl himself; and yet the edition postdates
both his death and hers, and the leaf which carries the signature seems not to be an original
part of the volume. The manuscript verses by or attributed to Rochester include a new text of
one of his most famous poems, with a unique title, and readings which link it to the manuscript
tradition associated with the Earl’s family rather than to the printed edition of 1691; and yet
the text is apparently incomplete, even though there is plenty of room on the page for it to be
continued. It might be a short, early version of a poem which was later expanded; or it might
be a fragmentary, interrupted text. The volume raises more questions than it answers. Even so,
despite its oddities and the uncertainties to which these give rise, this remarkable association
copy does provide yet another example of the forms and contexts in which Rochester’s poems
were read in the late seventeenth century.

16 I have discussed the textual problems of this poem in my The Making of Restoration Poetry (Cambridge: D. S.
Brewer, 2006), pp. 204–07.
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Figures 7–10: the manuscript verses transcribed on the endpapers of Leeds, University
Library, Brotherton Collection, MS Lt q 70.
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___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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